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INSTALLATION ART (see AAI III). It is often argued that installation art is the default setting of 

contemporary art. Defined by Claire Bishop as a ‘type of art into which the viewer physically 

enters, and which is often described as “theatrical”, “immersive” or “experiential” ’, this is a 

now-dominant modality of practice that is flexible enough to involve processes that might 

otherwise be understood as purely curatorial. ‘The word “installation” has now expanded to 

describe any arrangement of objects in any given space, to the point where it can happily be 

applied even to a conventional display of paintings on a wall.’ (Bishop, p. 6) The ubiquity of 

the installation mode thus contributes, as Boris Groys has argued, to the current condition 

wherein ‘contemporary art can be understood primarily as an exhibition practice’, and as a 

result it has become ‘increasingly difficult to differentiate between the two main figures of 

the contemporary art world: the artist and the curator’ (Groys, p. 51). 

Installation is a demonstrably Postmodern art form, a product of the decline of the 

authority of medium as the primary framework for understanding the progress of art and a 

corollary of the interrogation of space and site undertaken by Minimal and Conceptual art 

(qqv). In this regard it is a distinctly ‘impure’ approach to art: eclectic mixtures of media and 

heterogeneous situations of display and encounter are fundamental to its potential. This is an 

art ‘form’ forged in the era of modern art’s radical deformation: the ‘end-of-art’ period that is 

for Hal Foster a ‘paradigm-of-no-paradigm’ (Foster, Design and Crime (and other Diatribes), 

London 2002, p. 128) – a historical moment of plurality and radical eclecticism in which, as 

Arthur Danto says, ‘there is no special way works of art have to be’ (Danto, After the End of 

Art: Contemporary Art and the Pale of History, New Jersey 1997, p. 35). Such plurality may 

be understood as a liberating break from the strictures of Modernist hierarchies, or it can be 



viewed as the terminal subsuming of art’s criticality by the art market – a flattening of all 

possibilities for determining meaning and differentiating value beneath one overarching 

system. As Rosalind Krauss has argued, a problematic relativism might be implied by 

installation art: for within the diverse environments of this ‘expanded’ art form, ‘every 

material support, including the site itself [is] now levelled, reduced to a system of pure 

equivalency by the homogenizing principle of commodification’ (Krauss, p. 15). 

In Ireland, many emergent signs of these potentially problematic or progressive shifts 

from Modernist medium specificity to Postmodern plurality were present in the Rosc 

exhibitions (qv) which so dramatically internationalized and energized Irish art practice 

during the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s, and significant in this regard were many nascent versions of 

installation art. Rosc was inaugurated in 1967 with a celebration of major highlights of the 

High-Modern, bringing to Ireland a stellar selection of works by central figures in the canon 

of mid-twentieth-century art. But it also became an exhibition project in which new forms of 

art, such as installation, were supported often despite the pressures imposed within the 

predominantly conservative cultural context. On several occasions, Rosc introduced Irish 

audiences to artists experimenting with the creation of unconventional art environments – 

artists such as Daniel Buren and Jochen Gerz, for instance, whose work proposed 

idiosyncratic forms of architectural interruption and invention; or important presences within 

performance art such as Laurie Anderson or Marina Abramović and Ulay, who staged 

situations to be entered into by viewers and that involved, respectively, multi-media sensory 

distraction or intensely visceral ‘live’ human drama. Though all very different, aspects of 

each of these important Rosc presentations correspond in distinct ways to installation art’s 

variously emphasized attention to the ‘theatrical’, ‘immersive’ or ‘experiential’. 

If showcasing the most ambitious international art was a characteristic of Rosc, two of 

the most notable presences included were in fact the pioneering Irish artists Brian O’Doherty 



(qv) (qv AAI III) [fig. 234] and James Coleman (qv), leading figures with respect to the 

development of installation art in general, even if neither artist would necessarily embrace the 

term. Both Coleman and O’Doherty had built major reputations outside Ireland and each had 

cultivated art practices that were engaged with tackling the limits of visual representation: 

O’Doherty working within the milieu of conceptual and minimal art, and Coleman leading 

the post-conceptual interrogation of technologies of sound and vision. In both cases, theirs 

was an art that extended beyond the medium of representation, to take account of contexts of 

display and conditions of spectatorship. (It is also worth noting here that O’Doherty’s 

theoretical analysis of the ‘ideology of the gallery space,’ Inside the White Cube, has become 

an essential set-text for artists and critics concerned with contesting the underlying 

conventions of viewing in the wake of Modernism.) 

It is certainly arguable that the visibility of works by O’Doherty and Coleman in 

Dublin was empowering for a subsequent generation of artists who would later conceive of 

path-breaking, and often powerfully politicized, versions of installation art during dramatic 

and troubled periods in the development of (post) modern Ireland. In Claire Bishop’s view, a 

key effect of installation artists’ interest in establishing unique situations – in addition to 

creating unorthodox arrangements of images and objects – is to accentuate the importance of 

the ‘literal presence of the viewer’ in a gallery or other chosen site. As such, possibilities of 

‘embodied viewing’ and even ‘activated spectatorship’ become central. This manner of 

thinking gained particular urgency for many artists in Ireland who began to employ varieties 

of installation art as they contemplated conditions within a society that was not only 

undergoing accelerated ‘modernizing’ transformations, but that also remained enduringly 

unsettled by traumatic post-colonial legacies and constrained by the forces of church-led 

patriarchy. As Fintan O’Toole has suggested, Ireland experienced ‘a rapid shift from the pre-

modern to the post-modern with only a half-finished project of modernity in between 



(O’Toole, ‘Ireland’, in Irish Art Now, 1998, p. 23). For a number of the Irish artists whose 

work emerged in the 1980s and ’90s – the timeframe in which installation art begins to 

become established as a primary form within the international art world – the capacity of 

such spatial and situational practices to create circumstances of defamiliarization and 

destabilization in opposition to normative situations of cultural consumption and 

spectatorship was tested in artistically daring ways. 

Northern Ireland during the ‘Troubles’ was one particularly turbulent setting for such 

innovations. Artists associated with Art and Research Exchange (ARE) in Belfast (including 

performance artist Alastair MacLennan (qv) (qv AAI III) confronted the conservative loftiness 

of the local art world by developing ‘issue-based’ works that often employed the experiential 

anxieties of installation art to powerful effect. ARE originated as a part of the Belfast-based 

manifestation of Joseph Beuys and Heinrich Böll’s Free International University and its 

members were therefore motivated by the Beuysian concept of ‘social sculpture’: a mode of 

practice important to the broader development of politically engaged installation art. One of 

the most critically lauded reflections on the fractured society of the North, however, has been 

the practice of the Derry-based artist Willie Doherty (qv) (qv AAI III) [fig. 235] – a key figure 

in any assessment of the art of the Northern Ireland conflict (see ‘The Troubles and Irish 

Art’), but also one relevant to any account of how artists in the closing decades of the 

twentieth century sought to interrogate received situations of viewing. Following his widely 

acclaimed photo-text series of the 1980s, Doherty extended his practice in the early 1990s by 

developing a number of tense slide and video installations. The multiple-screen environments 

of these projected-image works – often featuring visual material alluding to contemporary 

news media in Northern Ireland – were designed to stimulate heightened, ‘activated’ 

awareness of the ‘position’ from which viewing takes place. As such, Doherty’s work is of 

considerable importance to the emergence of installation practice in Ireland. Related shifts in 



how the Troubles became ‘mediated’ in contemporary art were also achieved in the work of 

significant artists such as Philip Napier (qv) (qv AAI III), Locky Morris and Una Walker (qqv 

AAI III); each of whom – in quite distinct ways – took account of the unsettling gap between 

the public mediation of the conflict and the private experience of individual citizens (or 

subjective art viewers). 

Political strife north of the border demanded not just, as Seamus Heaney proposed for 

poetry, ‘images and symbols adequate to our predicament’ (Heaney, Preoccupations, 

Selected Prose, 1968–1978, London 1980, p. 56) but new systems, processes and experiences 

of art. In the Irish Republic, social and cultural orthodoxies were also sufficiently oppressive 

to prompt artists to seek alternatives to the categories of art more widely accepted by 

establishment institutions. Recognized forms of expressive articulation or abstract 

composition – arguments for which had frequently been grounded in essentialist notions of a 

uniquely ‘Irish’ art, corresponding to specific attributes of the island’s landscape or the 

national ‘character’ – were subjected to strenuous critical interrogation by a younger 

generation of artists. (It might be added that installation art’s emergence also coincides with a 

renewed focus on ‘critique’ in art, and in art education, resulting from the increasing 

influence of post-structuralist theory.) Among the various artists who sought fresh options 

within the emergent field of installation-based practice, those committed to a feminist 

analysis of art and society had a marked impact. Artists such as Alanna O’Kelly and Pauline 

Cummins (qqv) (qv AAI III) pursued, as Medb Ruane has written, forms of ‘specifically 

feminist practice [that] quickly thrived on the use of what were still considered alternative 

media’, offering ‘challenges to nationalist and modernist dogmas … [and] parodying what 

were seen as traditional female concerns’ (Shifting Ground: Selected Works of Irish Art 

1950–2000, exh. cat. IMMA, 2000, pp. 47–48). Questions of gender, along with intertwined 

issues of class and nationality, were also critical to the experimental activities of the artist-



collective Blue Funk (qv), a group formed in the late 1980s with the explicit aims of making 

‘flexible and innovative use of live performance, assemblage and installation work’ in order 

to explore the ‘interface between art and politics’ 

(http://www.theartistledarchive.com/Blue%20Funk.html, accessed 28 August 2012). In so 

doing, these artists helped to bring new media-based installation art to greater prominence 

within Irish art. Blue Funk itself existed only until 1993, but core members, such as Brian 

Hand, Valerie Connor and Jaki Irvine (qv) (qv AAI III) have independently continued to foster 

ambitious forms of art practice in Ireland through teaching, curatorship and art practice – and 

Irvine in particular has succeeded in gaining international recognition for her work in the 

field of film (qv) and video installation. 

In the 1990s installation art gradually secured institutional acceptability in Ireland, in 

accordance with its prominent status as an established progressive medium (or ‘post-medium’ 

practice) within global contemporary art. The exhibition programme at Dublin’s Douglas 

Hyde Gallery, for instance, featured at this time several international artists who had been 

pivotal in the development of installation art – among these were Félix González Torres, 

Annette Messager, Christian Boltanski and Bill Viola, whose dramatic installations variously 

stimulated an intensified sense of ‘embodied viewing’. The opening of the Irish Museum of 

Modern Art (IMMA) at the Royal Hospital Kilmainham in 1991 created further opportunities 

for the display of ambitious contemporary art from Ireland and abroad, and though many of 

the building’s seventeenth-century spaces were not always appropriate for the staging of 

large-scale installation works, there were occasions when such grand projects were 

impressively facilitated. One such achievement was Vong Phaophanit’s post-Minimalist 

intervention Neon Rice Field (1993), an interior landscape made from parallel rows of piled-

up rice, each separated by elongated strips of lurid electric lighting (a reflection on the 

influence of East Asian societies on western culture). Under its first director, Declan 



McGonagle, IMMA also made efforts to engage with exterior landscapes, not least through 

its stewardship of the Nissan Art Project, a series of specially commissioned large-scale, 

temporary, public artworks. These too can be understood as variations on the installation 

mode, though, as it relates to experiments in site-specificity and strategies of social 

engagement. Dorothy Cross’s (qv) (qv AAI III) extraordinary Ghost Ship (1998) [fig. 236] 

was arguably the most memorable episode in this acclaimed series of public ‘installation’ 

projects. The main ‘material’ of this work was a decommissioned ship that Cross brought 

briefly back into service, coating it in luminous paint so that it would glow spectrally in the 

distance as it sailed across Dun Laoghaire harbour at nightfall – turning the resonant coastal 

scene into an expanded, atmospheric art environment, creating a new ‘imaginative landscape’ 

by fleetingly transforming the topographical characteristics of a particular place. 

Notably, both Dorothy Cross and Jaki Irvine also represented Ireland at the Venice 

Biennale during the 1990s. Indeed, it is surely telling that following Ireland’s return to the 

Biennale in 1993 (after a thirty-three year hiatus), a recurring characteristic of the national 

pavilion selections at this vital gathering of the global art world was an emphasis on 

installation-type projects. Venice exhibitions by Shane Cullen (qv) (qv AAI III), Anne 

Tallentire and Grace Weir (qqv) in the 1990s – and later by artists such as Katie Holten and 

Gerard Byrne (qv) – were diverse, well-received variations on the installation mode. Such 

selections demonstrated the deserved prominence of installation within recent Irish art 

practice, while also hinting at the overwhelming dominance of this mode of practice and 

presentation within international art at the end of the twentieth century. 

Declan Long 
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